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1 Introduction
n the second week of June 2004 some 350 million people in 25
countries had the opportunity to vote for the 732 members of
the European Parli:lment. The elections were run under a
system of proportional representation (PR). where each constituency is represented by several MEPs. although the precise
formula used for the allocation of seats varies from country to
country.
Many countries in mainland Europe have used PR for their
national elections for some time. but it is a relatively new idea in
the UK. Here we have traditionally used an arrangement
whereby each constiti~encyis represented by a single M P who is
elected on a first-past-the post system. This has the advantage
that each constituency has a delegate in parliament who was
elected by name. It has the disadvantage that a party may win a
sizc;~blefraction of the national vote but have few o r even no
members of parliament. In the UK. elections to the national parliament in Westminster are still conducted on a first-past-thepost system. Most local elections to county, metropolitan o r district councils are also conducted in a similar way. although there
may be variations when there are two seats available in a ward.
each voter has two votes and first-past-the-post becomes firstand second-past-the-post.
In Northern Ireland a single transferable vote is now used for
elections to the Northern Ireland assembly and local councils.
This system was also used for the Northern lreland constituency
in the European elections. The further devolution of government
has seen the introduction of other forms of PR voting into the
rest of the UK. In particular. the members of the Scottish Parliament, the National Assembly for Wales and the London Assembly are elected using the additional member system. The first
occasion when PR was used across the whole of the UK was in
1999 for the previous elections to the European Parliament.
Details of a great variety of voting systems are given on the
webpages of the Electoral Reform Society [l]. A detailed review
of the use of PR voting in the UK is given in the report of the
Independent Commission on PR [2].
This article concentrates on the mechanics of allocating the
seats once the votes have been cast. In particular weconsiderelections which operate using a single non-transferable vote and a
party list. and take as our examples the British elections to the
European Parliament (excluding Northern Ireland) and the elections to the London Assembly. Both of theseelections took place
on l 0 June 2004.

I

2 Elections using patty lists
In an election using party lists, the voter casts :i single vote for a
named party. and each party is allocated a number of seats
according to its share of the vote. These seats are taken by individuals from the party's list: in an open list system, the voters
have some influence over which individuals are chosen; in a
closed list system. the party pi~blishesin advance an ordered list
of its individual candidates. If the party gains one seat then this
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goes to the first person on the list, two seats go the first and
second people on the list. and similarly for higher numbers. The
different algorithms assign the seats in some order. but these d o
not confer any ranking once the process is over. A candidntc on a
list is either elected to a seat or is not.
Note that the term "partyVcan include an individual independent candidate whose list contains a singlc name. At the other
extreme. there is clearly no point in having more candidates in n
party list than there are seats available for the constituency. This
is illustrated by the South East of England constituency for the
2004 European elections. This is n rcl:~tively large constituency
with 10 seats available. There were 13 parties standing for election. Of these. nine fielded a full list of IOcandidates. one fielded
9 candidates. one fielded 8 candidates, one fielded 3 candidates
and the final "party" was a single independent candidate.
To analyse how the seats are allocated. considcr the election in n
single constituency with N seats. and assume that there are AA
parties standing for election. A PR electoral system tends ti
attract minority parties and independent candidates to stand fo
election and so normally M > N. Let the parties be labellet-.
P I . .. . . P , , . and let U , be the number of votes cast for P,. If Tis the
total number of votes cast then
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In any list-based PR election the aim is to allocate the seat
roughly in proportion to the votes cast. Let s i be the number o
seats which will be allocated to P,. Then in an ideal world S , woul-.
be equal to NO,. However the numbers of seats must be integers
and so we need to find a way of handling the fractions. Put
another way. we need an algorithm for sharing out the seats to
give the fairest reflection of the votes cast.
Let the parties be numbered in decreasing order of share of the
votes so that
0 , 2 0 , 2...2g,,.
Any fair system will yield
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llefine the quota of seats due to P, as q , where q , = NO, and let
(I,'''' be the integer Part of G',. Since
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it follows that
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;I cert;lin minimum hlction of the
total votes - typically S X I . Remembering that we are considering
PR elections this is only appropriate if there are a large number
of seats av;~ilablein onc constituency. and is most frequently
used when calculating top-up seats in an additional mcmbcr
system (see the London results below). Again the implementation is trivial - any consideration of the greatest remainder or
highest average is taken only amongst those parties whose votes
satisfy the threshold.
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3 Results from the elections, June 2004
3.1 European Parliament
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The value of,/'is X, I u, where P, gains the last seat. The d'Hondt
algorithm effectively steps through increasing values of ,/'as the
seats are allocated. The value of,/ after r. steps is the reciprocal of
the maximum entry in the rth column of table 2.
Rewriting this in terms of quotas. we have calculated a scaling
fiictor h ( = ,fT I N ) so that
.v, = int(k1,) i = l .

....h!.

\I

and

x s , = N.

From our earlier analysis we know that an allocation of
l 0I
= int(c1,) will not fill all N scnts. Therefore h must bc
S, = (1,
greater than one. and we could shorten the process by making an
initial alloc:ttion X,'"' =
a s i n the G R method. This requires
the initial divisors to be set up correctly (to reflect the seats
already i~llocated).and might make things just too complicated
for television commentators! For the results from Wales in table
2. h = 1.54.
Without doing ;lny formiil ;tn;llysis. \!.c can sec that t he d'Hondt
method tends to Savour the I;ir.ccr
p;lrties
(in contrast to the G R
.
method described earlier), because the steadily increasing scaling
of the larger quotas means that they move pass integral values
more quickly than the smaller quotas. Again any comment on the
desirability of this is a matter of political judgement.

The electorate of England. Scotland and Wales numbers 43
million people and is represented in the European P;lrliament by
a total of 75 MEPs, elected from I I constituencies. The number
of seats per constituency ranges from 3 to 10. In each constitucncy there were more parties standing for election than seats
available ( M > N)and the pure d'Hondt method was used to allocate the seats. It is reasonable to iissume that the voters were fillly
aware that they had 21 single vote and a closed list system, but that
they were not influenced by the precise method i~sedto ,I II ocate
the votcs. Therefore it is valid to take the votcs cast in June 2004
and compare the results of different alloc;ltion algorithms.
However it is not valid to recalculate these results using n different voting system such as an open list o r :I single transfcrnble
vote, since the voters could and probably would have voted differently (tactically).
We have already analysed the results from wiles in table 7. but
it is interesting to note that the application of the G R algorithm
would have given the fourth sent to UKIP. not to the Labour
Party. On the other hand the results from the North Enst of
England, which were analysed in t;~bleI. arc such that any scnsible allocation algorithm will give an identical result. This is primarily because there were only three scnts. If there had been
another seat the situation would have been different.
A good example of the bias of different methods towards or
away from smaller parties is seen in the results from the Enst of
England. This was always likely to be an interesting result

Con

2.3 Modifications to the allocation process

UKIP

There arc two situations where any allocation process needs to be
modified. The first occurs when a party is allocated a seat but has
no more candidates on its list to fill it. This is most unlikely to
happen to :I formal political party who would normally provide a
list that is sufficiently long to surpasseven their wildest dreams of
electoral success. It might happen to a very popular independent
candidate who would be unable to take a second seat if allocated.
but even this is unlikely. However the modification is trivial -any
considerntion of the greatest remainder o r highest average is
taken only amongst those parties who still have candidates
available.
The second modification is imposed in advance of the election
in the form of a threshold. Here parties can only be allocated

Lab
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because of the presence of the well-known independent Martin
Bell and the total of seven seats. The results are shown in table 3
where the actual seats allocated using the d'Hondt algorithm are
compared with those which would have been obtained using the
GR method. We see that the d'Hondt allocation is (over)generous to the largest party giving the Conservatives three seats to
Labour's one when the ratio of votes is 2:l. However the G R
allocation (over)favours the smaller parties since the Conservatives now get two seats to the Green party's or Bell's one when
the ratio of the votes is 5: 1. Clearly a fairer allocation would have
been the average of the two. but that would have involved
fractions!

3.2 London Assembly
The British elections were held on 10 June 2004, and in many
areas there were also local elections on that day. The prize for the
most complicated election day goes to London, where voters
could register a total of five votes. Two of these were for the
Mayor of London who was elected on a Supplementary Vote
System - voters registering their first and second choices. This is
an appropriate system where individual personalities are as
important as parties, and is very different from the arrangements
described above.
A single vote was used for the London constiti~encyin the election S to the European Parliament as in the rest of Great Britain.
and the remaining two votes were used to elect the 25 members of
the London Assembly using the Additional Member System.
Here one vote is used to elect a constituency representative using
first-past-the-post. The second vote is cast for additional
members from party lists representing the whole region and the
seat s are assigned so that the overall result (constituency +
add itional members) is roughly proportional to the votes cast for
par1 ies. There were 14 constituencies (made u p of 2 o r 3
borc~ u g h s )each returning one constituency member. and 11
add itional seats which were contested London-wide.
T tie allocation of the 1 1 additional seats was done using
a modified d'Hondt algorithm with a threshold of S%).
This is
the level below which candidates lose their deposit in a
British general election and so seems sensible. The constituency
---*S
3 C d l are allocated first: in this case. Conservative candidates won
nint: of the constituencies and Labour candidates won
five. Using our previous notation we then have
l 0l
l 0l
("1- 10)
F.
= 9. S , = 5. S, - . . . - S , , = 0. The process for allocatg the remainder of the seats is shown in table 4. Note that the
y r e s for the first round of the allocation are scaled using the
mstituency seats already won - eg the Conservative figure is
533..696/(9+ 1). and those parties with less than 5% of the vote are
shoqwn as having zero. The allocation then proceeds and the final
nuniber of seats and the calculation which produced the final seat
are shown. We see that the Conservatives d o not win any additional seats. but note that they cannot lose their constituency
seats however poor their showing in the vote for additional
mernbers.
It could be argued that the London-wide seats should be filled
indrtpendently of the allocation of the constituency seats. If we
--apply
the pure d'Hondt algorithm to the London-wide votes and
allocate l l seats from scratch. then the result for the additional
seats is Conservatives 4. Labour 3. Lib Dem 2. Green 1. U K l P 1.
nhviously this compounds the lead that the Conservative and
Lat)our parties already have from the constituency seats. Note

j
Con
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A DC

that we do not need to apply a threshold since only 11 seats are
being allocated.
At the other extreme we could allocate the additional seats
within a d'Hondt algorithm as shown in table 4, but without a
threshold. In this case both the RNP and Respect would gain a
seat despite having less than 5'% of the vote. Initially this may
seem strange in an allocation of 1 1 seats. when a minimum nearer
10'%,would normally be expected to win a seat. However here we
are allocating seats 15-25 of a 25 seat assembly. and. unless the
individual constituency voting patterns deviate wildly from the
London-wide voting, then the final results will not differ greatly
from a simple allocation of 25 seats. Hence it could be expected
that a seat might be won with less than 5'K1 of the vote. which is
why (ironically) the threshold is set.
Finally it is worth noting that the number of spoiled ballot
papers in the London elections was higher than normal. but this
is hardly surprising given the range of electoral systems which
were present at one time.

4 Conclusion
The design and implementation of "fair" electoral systems is
both difficult and politically sensitive. However ii is helped if
there is a clear understanding of the underlying mathematics.
Equally important is the explanation of this mathematics to the
voting public. Television coverage of elections has not really
moved on since the days of two parties. black and white TV and
the "swingometer". Although there are now almost instant.
sophisticated graphics. the discussion of the results of the European elections did not really explain what was happening. As we
have seen the mathematics is not difficult, and so it would be
good to see a more informed coverage in future elections.D
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Glossary
ADC
BNP

Alliance for Diversity in the Community
British National Party
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Christian Democratic Party
Conservative
Christian Peoples Alliance
English Democrats Party
Forward Wales
Green
Independent
Labour
Liberal Democrat
Plaid Cymru
ProLife
Respect - The Unity Coalition
UK Independence Party

CDP
Con
CPA
Eng Dem
Fwd Wales
Green
Ind
Lab
Lib Dem
PC
ProLife
Respect
UKIP
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View from the Pennines:
Making the Best of a Poor Deal
Paul Glendinning
School of Mathematics, University of Manchester, Manchester M13 7QL
ife is precarious. and especially so on the moorlands. I fear
that this morning I passed a death sentence on a toad. It
was in a pile of garden waste I was moving to the fire. and
although it was not hurt, I suspect I have inadvertently destroyed
its home. Unless it finds shelter soon it is doomed. On such
chance events survival rests, and any mathematical model must
reflect this uncertainty: one day the pile of rubbish is the perfect
home. the next day it no longer exists.
A simple model might assume that a creature has a given energy
or resource, R,,, on day n. and that this decreases by one each day
with probabilityp. 0 i p I l, and increases by one with probability cl = 1 - p. The expected change in R, each day is thus q - p or
1 -2p. and so the expected value of R,, increases if p < I and
decreases if p > 4. which should come as no surprise. he surprise. to be explained below. is that it is possible to find games
which lose in the long term, as is the case if p > above. but
which. if alternated or chosen at random. can produce long term
gains.
A more sophisticated treatment of this model, which will be
useful below. is to ask whether the resource eventually vanishes,
which we take to indicate death or failure. Let D(r) denote the
probability that if the creature starts with resource r then it will
eventually die, R, = Ofor somen. Then D(0) = 1 by definition and

In this model. life is a game - game A say - played with a coin
which is biased unless p = 4. In a more sophisticated model it
might be desireable to include some dependence on the current
resources of the creature, or on the history of recent gains and
losses. As an example [2.3]. consider a new game - game R - with
the rules

D(r)=qD(r+l)+pD(r-I),

where q, = 1- p,, i = 1. 2, and D(r) is the probability of eventual death as before. with D(0) = 1. Eliminating D(3k + I ) and
D(3k +2) from (3) [ l ] gives

L

q =]-p

(1)

because after one step r is either increased by one with probability q or decreased by one with probability p. Equation
( 1 ) can be seen a s a second order diffence equation
I)(r + l ) - jD(r) + I)(r - 1) = 0 and looking for solutions of the
form s' with D(0) = 1 we find s = l or s = p 11 - p and so

S

wherea is constant. Since D(r) is a probability. D(r) 21. and so if
p 2 1 -p, i.e. if p 1 +,a= 1 and D(r) = 1 for all r and eventual
death is almost inevitable. If p < t then D(r) is non-zero.
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( l ) if R, is not divisible by 3 then decrease R,, by one with probability p,, otherwise increase R, by one;
(2) if R, is divisible by 3 then decrease R, by one with probability
p?, otherwise increase R, by one.
This game is not intended as a realistic model of life and death.
simply as an example of a state dependent game. Later we will
choose p , to be less than +and p? much greater than 4, so rule (2) is
very disadvantageous to- the player. The probabili;ies p , and p?
will be chosen so that the player loses in the long run. This game
can be analysed in the same way as we used for game A. In this
case there are three equations for D(r) depending on the value of r
modulo three:
D(3k) = q2D(3k+1)+pzD(3k-1)
D(3k+l) = q l D ( 3 k + 2 ) + p , D ( 3 k )
D(3k+2) =qID(3(k+l))+p,D(3k+l)

+q;q2)D(3k) = q;qzD(3(k +l)) + PfP2D(3(k-I))
with solution

Since D(3k) is a probability then if
7

(3)

(4)

